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A new way has been guided to bring more competition in the sector and now the companies have to
select their water suppliers. The governmentâ€™s Water White paper reads that the companies have
not to deal with the dozens of water suppliers and now they have to select a particular water
supplier to entertain one national bill and it would be very beneficial for them. But one thing
beneficial for some is also loss for some other peoples.

The white paper proposal would witness surely the biggest changing in the water supplier sector.
Besides, it has been also expected that it would also comprises of a refurbish of water distribution
rules. On the other side, some experts have warned that the step would lead the hiked prices for the
individual customers.

The proposed and revised form of business would maximize the competition and it would witness
some new water retailers. Here, it is considered the golden opportunity for the water suppliers for
expanding their business. They will buy water from wholesaler and can operate the business on
customer-end. Some water suppliers such as Anglian Water and Severn Trent have welcomed the
business policy and have expressed very positive attitude towards expanding their business. On the
other side, the Business Stream has expressed its wish to establish the business in the UK market.
Moreover, the think tank policy maker, Simon Less, is very excited to get such news and calls it very
good news. According to Simon Less, the retailers were fed up with a lot of assignments to deal with
twenty or more clients at one time.

It was really very big concern that the plan may lead to the higher prices for domestic customers.
But the white paper has proposed to remove the exiting water prices governing body and of what
would be there to set an ideal price to encourage the new water retailers. However, the cost of
water infrastructure would be with the water suppliers. On the other side, a spokesman of United
Utilities has said that any reforms to bring competition in the market would never come up with
higher cost for households. This will force most of people to make arrangements for money as
whose monthly disposable income is at lower side. In order to meet these increasing expenses he
will go for financial aid, and apply with the financer who can provide finance to him in easy manner.
You can easily avail finance by applying for guaranteed loans and meet up your increasing
expenses with ease.
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